This paper reports the results of an indepth evaluation of 34 state-of-the-art domain-adapted machine translation (MT) systems that were built by four leading MT companies as part of the EU-funded iADAATPA project. These systems support a wide variety of languages for several domains. The evaluation combined automatic metrics and human methods, namely assessments of adequacy, fluency, and comparative ranking. The paper also discusses the most effective techniques to build domain-adapted MT systems for the relevant language combinations and domains.
Introduction
The evaluation reported in this paper was conducted as part of the EU-funded iADAATPA (intelligent, Automatic Domain-Adapted Automated Translation for Public Administrations) project that ended in February 2019. 1 The evaluation was performed by the ADAPT Centre at Dublin City University (DCU) on 34 state-of-theart domain-adapted machine translation (MT) systems built by four leading MT companies KantanMT, Pangeanic, Prompsit and Tilde. These MT engines supported a wide range of language pairs, including under-resourced ones, for several domains.
The main objective of the project was to lower language barriers with a view to promoting truly multilingual services across EU Member States. To this end, an innovative platform (MTHub) was developed to offer state-of-the-art domain-adapted MT engines to public administrations (PAs) in addition to the EU's own eTranslation service. 2 In this context, the technical partners of the project built MT engines for the language pairs and in the specific domains that were indicated as priorities by the PAs in the respective countries.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The four MT companies involved in this study are presented in Sections 2 (KantanMT), 3 (Pangeanic), 4 (Prompsit), and 5 (Tilde), with a description of the systems that they developed, including the data that they used and how they customized their engines. Section 6 outlines the protocol that was followed for this large-scale automatic and human evaluation. Section 7 reports the key results of the evaluation, and Section 8 concludes with a summary of the most important lessons learned and possibilities for further work in this area.
KantanMT
KantanMT offers a cloud-based MT platform that enables users to develop and manage customized MT engines. The technologies offered enable users to build MT engines in over 750 language combinations integrated into the user's localisation workflows and web applications.
KantanMT's MT systems
Language pairs and domains KantanMT's PA partner was DCU, whose website encompasses more than 120 sub-sites providing informational content for students, lecturers and visitors to the DCU Campus. Due to the amount of content on 
Data Acquisition
The data used in the customization of KantanMT's engines was selected from publicly available sources, such as the DGT (European Commission's Directorate-General for Translation), EMEA (European Medicines Agency), ECB (European Central Bank) and EuroParl (Koehn, 2005) . 3 Table 1 shows the training data for KantanMT's NMT systems.
Engine Customization
All initial NMT engines were developed using the Torch implementation of the OpenNMT framework. 4 The development test reference set, used to generate automated scores and to establish a performance baseline for each engine, consisted of 500 segments chosen at random from the live DCU website. Both recurrent and transformer neural models were trained. The model with the best overall automated scores was then selected as the final release candidate. (For the purposes of engine selection, F-Measure, TER (Snover et al., 2006) , BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , and Perplexity were used as automated scores.) Data acquisition For Spanish→Russian there was no available in-domain data. Therefore, two translators were contracted as part of the project to create 30k segments of in-domain data, translating PAs' websites. They also cleaned UN material and post-edited general-domain data that was previously filtered as in-domain following the "Invitation Model" (Hoang and Sima'an, 2014) . For the other language pairs, the input material was also 30k post-edited segments. The main part of the training corpora (approximately 75%) came from Pangeanic's own repository, harvested through web crawling including OpenSubtitles (Tiedemann, 2012) . The rest of the corpus was automatically validated synthetic material using general data from Leipzig (Goldhahn et al., 2012) . Table 2 shows the size of the in-domain (manual or provided by the PA) and generic training data set.
Engine customization The data was cleaned using the Bicleaner tool Table 3 : Data used to train Prompsit NMT systems mation and byte pair encoding tokenization were added. The models were trained with multidomain data and we improved performance following a domain-mixing approach (Britz et al., 2017) . The domain information was indicated using special tokens for each target sequence. The domain prediction was based only on the source as the extra token was added at target-side and there was no need for a priori domain information. This approach allowed the model to improve the quality for each domain.
Prompsit
Prompsit is a language technology (LT) provider with a strong focus on tailored MT services involving data curation, training and development of other multilingual applications.
Prompsit's MT systems
Language pairs and domains Prompsit partnered with SESIAD, the Spanish State Secretary for Information Society and Digital Agenda, and built eight MT systems for two use-cases:
(1) translation of the Spanish Official Gazette from Spanish into Catalan, Galician, Basque and English and (2) translation of R&D content for monitoring purposes from Catalan, Galician, Basque, and English into Spanish. Rule-based MT (RBMT) was used for combinations involving Catalan and Galician (mainly due to the lack of relevant corpora) and NMT was used for the rest.
Data acquisition For the RBMT systems, monolingual and bilingual data was crawled from different websites. For the NMT systems, data was compiled by means of web crawling, backand forward-translation of monolingual corpora, and cross-entropy data selection. Table 3 presents the amount of in-domain parallel segments initially available and finally used to train NMT systems.
Engine customization RBMT systems based on Apertium (Forcada et al., 2011) were customized by extracting candidates for new monolingual and bilingual dictionary entries from a word-aligned parallel corpus generated with ruLearn (Sánchez-Cartagena et al., 2016) . For NMT systems, based on OpenNMT, automatic segmentation of long sentences and linguistically informed word segmentation for Basque were added to the corpus pre-processing pipeline. Moreover, to ensure translation consistency, carefully designed terminology to restrict translation hypotheses and named entity recognition to control the translation of proper names, places, etc. was added. Finally, mixed fine-tuning (Chu et al., 2017) was applied to some systems to balance the weight of the different sources of training data.
Tilde
Tilde is an LSP and LT developer offering customized MT system development, as well as a wide range of other cloud-based and stand-alone LT tools and services for terminology management, spelling and grammar checking, speech recognition and synthesis, personalised virtual assistants, and other applications. It provides onpremise and cloud-based LT solutions to public and private organisations as well as LT productivity tools to individual users.
Tilde's MT systems
Language pairs and domains The use-cases for Tilde cover political news for English into Bulgarian and Estonian, general news for English into Latvian and legislation (legal acts and legislative news) for English into Lithuanian and Lithuanian into Russian. The Lithuanian language use-cases are intended for the Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania (the Parliament of Lithuania).
Data acquisition All NMT systems were trained using a combination of broad domain corpora and synthetic in-domain corpora (i.e. back-translated monolingual corpora). The in-domain corpora were acquired by crawling relevant web domains containing in-domain data as well as by acquiring translation memories from the partner PA. All parallel corpora were normalized, cleaned from noise, and pre-processed using the methodology by Pinnis et al. (2017) . The training data statistics for the NMT systems are provided in Table 4 .
Engine customization At first, initial NMT systems were trained using Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017) with the multiplicative long short-term memory unit implementation by Pinnis et al. (2017) . Then, monolingual in-domain data were back-translated (Poncelas et al., 2018) . For systems for which the in-domain data amounted to the same amount as the initial training data, the backtranslated synthetic parallel corpora were added to the initial training data and final (domain-specific) systems were trained from scratch. For the remaining systems (English-Estonian and EnglishLithuanian), domain adaptation of the initial models was performed using continued training.
Evaluating iADAATPA's MT Systems
The evaluation of all iADAATPA's MT systems was carried out following current MT assessment practices (see Castilho et al. (2018) ) with a combination of automatic evaluation metrics (AEMs) -including BLEU, METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) , TER and chrF (Popović, 2015) -and human evaluation, consisting of assessing fluency, adequacy and ranking against a baseline. The Adequacy rating was based on the statement "The translated sentence conveys the meaning of the original...", which was to be completed with a 3-point Likert scale (1-Poorly, 2-Fairly, 3-Well). The Fluency rating was based on the statement "The translated sentence is grammatically...", which was to be completed with a 3-point Likert scale (1-Incomprehensible, 2-Fair, 3-Flawless). The Ranking assessment was based on asking the translators to rate the translations from best to worst. Ties were allowed for both "equally well translated" or "equally badly translated". The baseline MT system selected to be compared against the partners' engines for both automatic and human evaluation was Google Translate (GNMT). 5 However, for KantanMT's systems, the baseline chosen for the human evaluation was the human reference translations; this choice was made as the systems were not in their final version by the time they were delivered for evaluation, so the partner was keen to know initially how their systems performed against a gold standard in order to subsequently improve them.
Test Sets
The test sets consisted of 500 randomized sentences and were provided by the MT partners. A portion of these data sets was used to compute inter-annotator agreement (IAA, see Section 7.2.1). The partners also provided the reference translations for the source texts, which were translated professionally.
Translators
Each system was evaluated by two professional translators, who did not know whether the translations were from the partner's MT system or the baseline. Guidelines on how to use the evaluation tools and how to assess the translations were provided. IAA was computed on sets of 100 sentences; however, blank data points (skipped evaluations or bugged data points) were removed from the raw data set, which led to a variance in the total number of sentences.
Tool
The tool used to assess fluency, adequacy and ranking was KantanMT's LQR, 6 a cloud-based platform which facilitates the interaction with translators since they are not required to download any software.
Results

Automatic Evaluation Metrics
Due to space constraints, here we present average scores of the MT engines' AEM results grouped by partner (Engine) against average scores of GNMT (Baseline), pointing out particularly interesting aspects.
KantanMT's MT systems (Fig.1 ) score higher than GNMT in the majority of the cases, with the exception of the English-Italian system which does not outperform the GNMT system. Pangeanic's MT systems (Fig.2 ) score higher than GNMT in almost all cases. The SpanishEnglish MT system is the only one that does not outperform the baseline by a statistically significant margin, possibly as a result of the Spanish PA's content being overly generic and thus competing on a general basis against GNMT as opposed to a customized engine.
Prompsit's MT systems (Fig.3 ) score higher than GNMT for the majority of the cases.
Tilde's MT systems (Fig.4 ) score higher than GNMT in most cases, with Latvian-English and English-Latvian being the only the engines that do not outperform the baseline (by a statistical significant amount for Latvian↔English). Overall, an average kappa coefficient between 0.21 and 0.40 (moderate) and between 0.40 and 0.60 (fair) was observed for fluency and adequacy for both weighted and non-weighted kappa for all partners' engines and baseline. Poor agreement (k=0.0-0.20) was observed only for non-weighted kappa for fluency ratings of KantanMT's baseline, adequacy ratings of Pangeanic's engines and baseline, and adequacy ratings of Prompsit's engines and baselines.
Fluency, Adequacy and Ranking
The results for fluency, adequacy and ranking show that the iADAATPA partners' MT systems systematically outperformed GNMT. These results mean that our partners' systems were considered better than GNMT most of the time and that their output was deemed to be grammatically more fluent and more adequate compared to the source sentences than GNMT's output. The only exception observed is for KantanMT's MT systems ( Figure  5 ), which did not outperform the baseline; however, this was an expected result since the baseline for KantanMT's systems was the human reference translation. In the interest of conciseness, Figures  5, 6 , 7 and 8 illustrate the average performance of all partners' MT systems combined (Engine), arranged by company, against the respective baselines. 
Conclusion
The results of this comprehensive evaluation show that in general the MT systems developed within the iADAATPA project were competitive with the production systems, including for language pairs that lack extensive resources. In particular, the evaluation with the four standard AEMs consistently showed the partners' MT systems to have superior performance compared to the baseline engines. In addition, the human evaluation of fluency and adequacy as well as comparative ranking also yielded very positive results; with the exception of the MT systems developed by KantanMT, which were compared against the human reference baseline, all the other domain-adapted engines prevailed in the human evaluation, with a clear preference over the baseline in the comparative ranking.
The evaluation presented here can be extended in several ways, e.g. including the results for updated versions of the MT systems covered in these experiments; during the iADAATPA project the systems were continuously improved with additional training data and more sophisticated techniques, to optimize their performance vis-à-vis the targeted use-cases indicated by the respective PAs. In addition, we intend to investigate the relationship between the additional development efforts and the improved performance, especially in terms of automatic metrics, as conducting additional human evaluation is unlikely, given that the project is now concluded.
